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There were some things that he had to do. If he did not seize the chances in front of him, then he would

be an idiot!

He took a deep breath and tried to force out all the noise around him. He merely focused on the three-

headed silver python that was frantically rolling around. It was still not the end.

Amber forced himself to take another deep breath as he started to form seals again.

To prevent those two from launching a sneak attack, he did not use Soul Sky again, but the upper ultimate

god rank technique, Destroying the Void.

A hundred Soul Swords materialized in the air.

With a clap of Amber’s hands, the Soul Swords merged into one massive sword.

At that moment, Destroying the Void was incredibly quick. Amber could even control it so it did not waste

any energy at all.

Amber shot forward again. The Soul Sword buzzed in the air as the soul energy within frantically merged.

At that moment, the three-headed silver python was in so much pain that it could only squirm on the

ground.

Soul Burst Ring was still a soul attribute attack. After the python’s stomach exploded, Soul Burst Ring’s

corrosive soul energy seeped into the body of the python, which was the source of all its pain. Its soul was

constantly being eaten away, causing it to be unable to even form any rational thought.

Even though the danger was in front of it, it could not react at all.

When he was right in front of the three-headed silver python, Amber pushed forward, and the Soul Sword

pierced into the centermost head of the python. The moment it pierced into the forehead of that three-

headed silver python, the Soul Sword suddenly seemed to flow into the python’s body.

The python’s massive body started to shake frantically!

Amber immediately retreated, not wanting to be hit by its massive frame.

The python had been constantly writhing on the ground before, but the movements were limited. At that

moment, the python seemed to have gone crazy. Its body was frantically rolling around as if it had been

thrown into hot oil.

The ground was shaking from its movement, and a few craters were formed.

The spectators were once again in a strange silence. Everyone was fully focused on the writhing python,

but the silence did not last for that long. That was because the python slowly started to slow down until it

stopped moving.

At that moment, everyone knew that the python was dead.

They had thought it was going to be a bitter fight, but it had ended so quickly.

Amber had single-handedly dealt with the beast!

Everyone just felt like they could not believe what had happened, even when they had personally

witnessed it.

“Oh my gosh! Pinch me. I have to be dreaming! If I’m not dreaming, I really can’t explain everything I just

saw…”

“So this guy was not bragging at all. He really managed to do it, we just didn’t believe him. No wonder he

had the confidence to go against Star Continent. If I was that strong, I wouldn’t be afraid either!”

Everyone slowly reacted. All of their disdain for Amber had evaporated thanks to the skills he showed.

It was not that Amber’s actions were unfathomable, they had just not been able to tell how strong he was.

Amber had not been arrogant but was just acting as he should. He was not crazy, he was just Incredibly

confident in his abilities.
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